
 

   
 

 

   
 

 

 

October 12, 2022 

Dear Valued Supplier,  

ePallet is excited to announce we have recently partnered with 1WorldSync to ensure our suppliers have the ability to 

streamline their item setup and maintenance with ePallet by leveraging their GDSN data. The Global Data 

Synchronization Network (GDSN) is a best-in-class industry standard used for facilitating the efficient and accurate 

exchange of product content. 

The ePallet mission is to empower manufacturers and customers to take control of their supply chain by making it 

easy to transact directly. ePallet has built out automated processes to directly ingest your GDSN product information 

to your ePallet Vendor Portal, both simplifying and accelerating your item setup and maintenance with ePallet.  

As consumers, we’ve all adopted the luxury of being able to get anything we want whenever we want because of 

eCommerce. ePallet believes it’s time the wholesale industry benefits from the same modernization. 

How To Publish Your Item Information via GDSN: 

1. Fill out the ePallet Trading Partner Form.  

▪ Upon subscribing to your GLN, ePallet will email to confirm your GLN is set up in our system. 

2. Review our Implementation Guide and Attribute Requirements on our Trading Partner Resource Page.  

3. Publish your GDSN product content to the ePallet Production GLN: 0860005604203 

4. Be sure to provide product images. Image requirement details are also available on our Trading Partner 

Resource Page. 

5. We are asking suppliers to publish ASAP to ensure that the most up-to-date product data is displayed.  

Note: Once your items have been published, please login to the ePallet vendor portal to confirm your items have 

successfully published and complete any remaining top off attributes in the ePallet vendor portal as necessary.  

Questions? 

For Participation and Technical Support Questions, Contact 1WorldSync at:  

▪ Phone: +1 866.280.4013  

▪ Email: businessdevelopment@1worldsync.com  

▪ Reference additional details at: https://1worldsync.com/community/find-a-trading-partner/epallet/  

For Active Assortment Questions, Contact the ePallet Vendor Success team at:  

▪ Email: vendorsuccess@epallet.com 

 

Sincerely, 

Joe Gozzi, CEO 
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